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GREENING an
OLDER home

CONCERN FOR THE ENVIRONMENT INFLUENCES REMODEL OF VINTAGE PALO ALTO HOME
by Susan Golovin /
photos by Michele Lee Willson*

N

Eco-friendly
materials range
from the woven
bamboo flooring by
ECO Timber to the
dual-paned Eagle
windows, with living
room furniture by
EKLA and Urban
Woods. Glass
doorknobs from the
1927 house were
retained.
*Photos courtesy of
Reclaim; photography
by Michele Lee Willson,
styling by Laura Del Fava

erija and Jason Titus were
pretty satisfied with the 1,300square-foot, circa 1927 Palo
Alto home that they had been living
in for six years. “We really didn’t want
more space,” Nerija says.
“University Avenue is an extension of
our kitchen, and the playground down
the street is our backyard. The city is
our home.”
However, when Nerija became pregnant they decided to convert a small
office into a nursery — and, while they
were at it, deal with improving their
heating system and replace the stairway carpets that their indoor cat had
ruined.
Nerija says that they knew that the
choices they made would be guided by
their passion for the environment.
“Jason has been into alternative
energy since college,” Nerija says. “For
me, being green is more of a health
issue, but we both wanted a place that
would match our aesthetic for responsible living.” In this regard they were
well served by designer Holly Durocher
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Plumbing in the bathroom and kitchen had to
be replaced due to sewage leaks and mismatched
piping. Recycled ceramic tiles are from Artistic Tile in
San Carlos.
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Choices for the new nursery included non-babyish colors (in no-VOC paint) and
a crib that will convert into a child’s bed.

from Reclaim in Menlo Park, who
recommended sustainable products
made in the United States (to spare
fuel) that were free of toxic chemicals.
“When we ripped up the carpets
we discovered that they were over
sub-floor, that we would have to

replace with new flooring,” Jason
says. “We wanted to use bamboo,
but that wouldn’t match the rest of
the house.”
Ultimately, because they decided
to install radiant heating, they
replaced the flooring throughout
the house. Artistic Tile in San

PAT R I C K P OW E R S
PLUMBING & CONSTRUCTION

Carlos was their source for recycled
ceramic tiles used in the bathrooms
and kitchen.
Nerija chose 18-inch square
grayish-green recycled kitchen tiles
because they matched the existing
granite counters and stainless-steel
appliances. Woven bamboo flooring from ECO Timber is used in the
rest of the house.
“It doesn’t show dents because it
has a horizontal and vertical grain,”
Jason says.
“Of course, it makes no sense to
put in new heating and not replace
the leaky windows,” he adds. Since
Nerija loved the original dividedlight windows, they did their best
to replicate them with dual-paned
Eagle windows. “We took the old
ones to be recycled,” she says.
“There was no insulation in the
house except for newspapers from
the ’30s in the attic,” Jason says.
“We chose to insulate the walls with
Airkrete, which is a foam made out
of minerals from sea water rather
continued on next page

PLUMBING STUDIO
B AT H & K I T C H E N
S H OW RO O M

robern mirrored cabinets

KITCHEN & BATHROOM
Covering all your project needs from plumbing
to construction. Let us help with your next
kitchen or bathroom project.

Call for an estimate today!
P ho ne : 650.938.4519

DESIGN & PLANNING SERVICES
An exquisite collection of plumbing
hardware, ﬁxtures and accessories
for the kitchen and bath.
CALL FOR AN ESTIMATE TODAY!

2150 OLD MIDDLEFIELD WAY MTN. VIEW
650. 938. 4502
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The bathroom leaf-and-vine motif
carries over from the tile to the toiletpaper holder.

continued from previous page
than use a product with polymers
that have off-gasses.” They replaced
the newspapers with blue-jeans
insulation, a product that is recyclable and ubiquitous.
“The nursery used to be the
kitchen, so it even had stove vents,”
Nerija says. The access to the room
was improved by eliminating two
doors and creating a wider hallway,
which is framed on one side by a
wrap-around bookcase. In order to
provide enough light once the doors
to the room became solid walls they
enlarged the nursery windows and
added a skylight.
All of the paint inside and out is

no-VOC (no toxic chemicals) from
Yolo Color House in Portland,
Oreg. “Nerija really wanted to
choose paint colors for the nursery
that are not baby-ish,” Durocher
says. Such longterm thinking also
informs the choice of an Argington
convertible crib. “We try not to buy
stuff that will be useless when he’s
3,” Jason says.
The living room furniture is from
EKLA as well as Urban Woods.
“They use nontoxic finishes and
wood from environmentally sound
sources, Durocher says. “The fabrics
are not treated with chemicals, and
the cushions are made from natural
rubber rather than plastic foam. ...
There is a limited selection of green
furniture, but these places do custom work.”
The Toto dual-flush toilets spare
water, low-voltage lighting uses less
energy and individual heat registers
allow for heating only those areas
in use. Jason says the photovoltaic
(PV) panels on the roof already generate 15 to 20 percent more power

(electricity) than they use.
What’s next? “I’d like to put solar
panels on the roof. We could store
pre-heated water (for domestic use
as well as to heat the floors) in the
basement and substantially cut our
gas usage,” he says. h+g

Resources:
Architect: Jennifer Lee, bayareadesign@comcast.net
General contractor: Bill Fry, Wm. H.
Fry Construction Co, www.billfryconstruction.com, 408-996-8173
Interior designer: Holly Durocher,
Reclaim, Menlo Park, www.reclaimhome.com
Design challenge:
Remodel in as ecologically prudent way
as possible
Unanticipated issues:
Entire plumbing system needed to be
replaced due to sewage leaks and mismatched piping
Year house built:
1927
Size of home/lot:
About 1,350-sq-ft home on a nonconforming 3,000-sq-ft lot
Time to complete:
About a year

FREE WATER? RECYCLE HOUSEHOLD WATER
ING

DUC
INTRO

FOR YOUR HOME
Washers+Tubs
+Showers+Sinks+Rain

RE-USE
and
RE-DISTRIBUTE
s PROJECT MANAGEMENT s CUSTOM NEW HOMES
s ROOM ADDITIONS s SECOND STORIES
GENERAL CONTRACTOR
s MASTER SUITESLicense
s K#907806
ITCHENS s BATHROOMS
U

Project Management U Custom New Homes
(650)
482-9090
Park, CA
U Room
Additions U Menlo
Second Stories
U Master Suites U Kitchens U Bathrooms

650.482.9090 Menlo Park
www.djmccannconstruction.com
U

www.djmccannconstruction.com
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For Irrigation
Purposes Only

“The difference is in the service.”
Plumbing Contractor License #877352

650-400-3665
For FREE brochure, email: linkcorporation@hotmail.com

The Largest Selection of Whirlpool Bathtubs
in a Single Showroom Anywhere in the World!

“Come put your tootsies
in our Tubz”
Fremont - 400*

Sacramento - 200*

Oakdale - 100*

4840 Davenport Place
Fremont, CA 94538
510.770.78686

830 National Drive, Suite 120
Sacramento, CA 95834
916.575.9100

441 Gregor Road
Oakdale, CA 95361
209.845.9115

For hours of operation, visit us at

www.bathtubchoices.com

*Number of “hands-on/feet in” tubs on display
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It’s what’s INSIDE
that

COUNTS
Updating a townhouse in a Neoclassical style
by Karla Kane / photos by Veronica Weber

L

iving in a townhouse
has its conveniences, but
homeowner’s-association
procedures and regulations can
sometimes make renovations
and construction challenging
for the residents. Karen and Seth
Shostak, who own a contempoCustom wooden cabinetry (clockwise, from
rary townhouse in Mountain
top left), with brown and cream satin finishes,
was a key change in both bathroom and master View’s Cuernavaca neighborhood, were able to dramatically
bedroom; red-oak flooring replaced the aging
carpet; the existing bathroom window was
revamp the look of their master
transformed to provide privacy in the double
bedroom suite on the interior
shower.
(including window changes)
without needing to perform
exterior construction.
After living in the two-story,
8 WINTER 2011 | home+garden design

three-bedroom 2,400 squarefoot home for 22 years, the
Shostaks determined it was time
to spruce up their ho-hum second-floor bedroom and bathroom (they made some design
changes to the first floor around
nine years ago).
“Our goal was simply to
update and upgrade the rooms,”
Karen Shostak says.
Los Altos contractor Ilona
Lindauer was recommended by
a friend who gave her a glowing
review, and plans were made to
give the suite a classy, space-efficient makeover with continental

H O M E + G A R D E N D E S I G N

touches.
“We decided to redo the room in a Neoclassical style,
which means inspired by Greek and Roman themes,”
Shostak says. “Both my husband and I like the style very
much for its elegance. We’ve traveled in Europe and
admired the old buildings there.”
The Shostaks focused on big improvements to walls
and floors, with additional
design changes to the
bathroom.
The aging carpet in both
rooms was removed and
a hardwood floor of red
oak with a satin finish put
in the bedroom. Porcelain
tile made to resemble
travertine marble, a favorite building material in
Europe, was chosen for the
floor of the master bath.
“The accent tiles have
sort of a leaf motif but
very subtle,” Shostak says.
Custom wooden cabinBuilt-in niches add convenient
etry,
complete with brown
storage in the Neoclassical
and cream satin finishes,
style.
arches, nooks and stylized
shapes and theme details, was an important addition for
both rooms.
“There are so many little details. It’s really a feast for
the eyes,” Lindauer says.
Lindauer and the Shostaks worked together to choose
a color scheme that would suit the new style and decided
on a palette of soft blues and greens. Shostak compares
them to the hues seen in Britain’s Wedgwood china
designs (appropriate for the Neoclassical feel).
In addition to aesthetics, a major priority was making
the most of the space in both rooms.
“We wanted to make it feel more spacious so we’ve
added a lot of functional storage and much better lighting,” Lindauer says.
To make better use of the bedroom, an unused fireplace was blocked off.
Recessed “layered” lighting (lights embedded within
ceilings and walls) was added to give a softer, more
sophisticated look, with task and ambient lights throughout.
To maximize space in the bathroom, Lindauer
removed the large Roman tub and replaced it with a double shower. The previously existing bathroom window,
which needed to stay to conform to HOA regulations,
was transformed to protect privacy, Lindauer says.
“We tiled it in and made it an extension of the seat in
the shower. Quite a nifty look.”
“Storage is always an issue so with the custom cabinets
we’ve added lots of drawer space and convenient niches,”
Shostak says.
continued on next page
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RESTORE YOUR
OUTDOOR FURNITURE
New powder coating with vinyl strap
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We can powder coat almost
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continued from previous page
The project was not without challenges. To get the new
pieces and materials up to the second floor, Lindauer
had to have the handrails of the curving stairway
removed and carefully ease the items upstairs. And in
the process of the renovations, the Shostaks made the
dismaying discovery of wet, rotting insulation, symptomatic of a leaky roof, which was then replaced.
“That ended up being a good thing,” Shostak said,
since the roof discovery was made before more damage
to the house occurred.
The project lasted from February through July, and the
Shostaks had to camp out downstairs while construction
was underway, but they say it was most definitely worth
it for the end results.
Shostak names the master bathroom as her now-favorite room.
“It’s just a joy to use it, like being in a luxury hotel,”
she says. “It’s just very well done.” h+g

Resources:
Building contractor: Ilona Lindauer, IKB, Los Altos, 650941-4384, www.ikbinc.com
Goal of project:
To update and upgrade master bed
and bathrooms
Unanticipated issues:
Discovering wet insulation made a
roof replacement necessary; a curved
staircase made getting materials
upstairs tricky.

Create yo ur ow n
pr ivate oa sis. ..

Year house built:
1988
Size of home, lot:
2,400 sq. ft.
Time to complete:
Five months
Budget:
$220,000

Lifetime Pools can
create for you a
custom swimming
pool that suits your
personal needs, and
will truly give you a
lifetime of pleasure.

Since 1962

N i ne -Ti me A

wa rd Wi n ne r !

s 2ESIDENTIAL s #OMMERCIAL
s 2EPAIRS s 2EMODELING
s %QUIPMENT s 3UPPLIES

650-494-7070
w w w.lif e t imepools.com
CA License #220382 C-53
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Suite retreat…

License: B479799
Our Design Center is 85% solar powered.

Yours for the asking.
Your home, only better.
Harrell Remodeling. We never forget it’s your home.®

www.harrell-remodeling.com
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Menlo Oaks remodel
focuses on the modern family

by Carol Blitzer / photos by Dasja Dolan

F

ew surprises awaited Harbinder
and Surinder Kang when they
decided to remodel and expand
their Menlo Oaks home — after
all, they had already done this
four times before.
Trained as a radiation therapist,
Surinder Kang ended up turning her penchant for design into
a business, sdk design, after her
three children were born. She and
her husband, an engineer, spotted
the little Spanish house that was
just around the corner from their
last project, a teardown.
Noting that the house had been
a rental for years, “we saw the
potential and that it didn’t have
to be torn down. ... I thought it
would be nice to have a challenge

and work with constraints,” she
says.
Those constraints ranged from a
majestic oak in front of the house
to a large courtyard in the middle.
The home was pushed out on
one side to create a cloak room,
with plenty of hooks for family
and guests, as well as storage; a
full bathroom; and a study/guest
room that overlooks that oak. The
entry way was extended forward
a few feet, and the old exterior,
load-bearing wall became an art
niche.
Today distinctive remnants of
the original 1920s home remain:
Coved corners and recessed ceilings were carefully saved, as were
continued on page 14

The rear of the house is framed around a courtyard, which was raised to
kitchen-floor level and connected with a NanoWall. On the cover: Horizontal
cement stepping stones lead up to the new entry, which was extended
forward 4 feet and one side pushed out.
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Just beyond the
kitchen is the study,
left, where children
can do homework
while looking out at
the backyard and pool;
the central island in
the new kitchen is
topped with concrete;
an old Persian carpet
lies beneath a modern
glass Ligne Roset table
in the dining room.
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continued from page 12
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s

the old fireplaces, only now refaced with limestone.
The home is still built around a courtyard, but the
kitchen sink and cabinets were flipped to the opposite
wall and a NanaWall — immense glass doors that fold in
and out — now opens the kitchen to the outdoors.
Noting that she and her husband “like the same aesthetic — contemporary but still cozy,” Kang worked
with architect Ana Williamson to modernize and
streamline their home. Several small spaces, formerly a
laundry room and breakfast nook, were incorporated
into a larger kitchen, with a central island. Materials and
colors are kept simple, as well as “green”: concrete on
the island, white CaesarStone on the cooking/cleaning
surfaces, back-painted glass for the backsplash. Cabinet
doors are rift-cut white oak, custom-stained very dark.
Floors are engineered: French oak over plywood, which
Kang was assured, should last at last 30 years.
Kang chose a six-burner Wolf gas range, SubZero
refrigerator/freezer and two upper Fisher Paykel dishwasher drawers (they’re deeper when they’re not stacked,
she says). A microwave is hidden in the pantry.
Throughout the house, Kang has mixed old and new,
with an old Persian carpet beneath a modern glass Ligne
Roset table in the dining room, or antiques tucked into
continued on page 16

Everything for your garden and
more! Visit our Garden Center
Come to our
“How to Garden Fair”
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Get your questions answered from
the local experts on how to work
with everything from lighting to
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events by visiting our website.
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continued from page 14
alcoves that break up the long bedroom-wing hallway.
Kang says the huge living room is why they bought
the house. They removed walls that had been added
to re-open the space. “We liked the grandness of the
room,” she says, adding, “We did not want this to be a
showpiece room, so we put our TV here.”
The fireplace, refaced in limestone, is now lit by gas,
with flames dancing around ceramic balls. On either
side of the fireplace, former “Juliet” balconies that
allowed one to take only a step outside were replaced
with a raised porch.
Each time the Kangs remodeled a home they created
one that mirrored their growing family. This time, with
three teenagers, they built the laundry room between
the kids’ rooms and the master-bedroom suite. Their
son’s bedroom was added to the front of the house and
has its own bathroom. The girls’ rooms are separated
by a Jack-and-Jill bathroom, with a bench in the shower.
Each bathroom (and the laundry room) features small
metallic, round tiles on the floor (what Kang calls a
“contemporary version of Old World”).
Throughout the home, the colors are cool and clean
— white, grays, very dark brown. Often a material is
Whites, grays and dark brown are repeated throughout
the house, with the rift-cut oak cabinet and white
CaesarStone counter reappearing in the master bathroom.

January 14 – April 29, 2011, save $25 – $300 per unit on select window fashions.*

Don’t miss these exceptional rebates
on Hunter Douglas window fashions.*
$300
$100
$100
$100
$50
$50
$40
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per unit Luminette® Privacy Sheers or Modern Draperies
per unit Silhouette® Window Shadings
per unit Pirouette® Window Shadings
per unit Vignette® Modern Roman Shades
per unit Duette® Architella® Honeycomb Shades

1047 El Camino Real
Menlo Park
650-853-9000
Pe n i n s u l a G a l l e r y.n e t

*Manufacturer’s rebate offer valid for purchases made January 14 through April 29, 2011. Limitations and restrictions apply. Limit one rebate per unit of Duette or Duette Vertiglide honeycomb shades. For
each unit purchased, the highest applicable rebate amount will apply. Ask for details. © 2011 Hunter Douglas. ® and TM are trademarks of Hunter Douglas.
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repeated: The rift-cut oak appears in the kitchen (stained
dark) and the cloak room (clear), then again in the master
bathroom (again dark). Square chrome pulls complement the faucets and handles in each bathroom; white
CaesarStone reappears in the master bathroom.
Although they’ve moved every few years as they’ve
completed their remodels — although always in the same
neighborhood — the Kangs plan to stay here for awhile.
And if the urge to remodel strikes again, it’ll be both
business and pleasure. h+g

Resources:
Architect: Ana Williamson, Menlo Park, 650-329-0577,
www.awarchitect.com
Design/build: sdk design consultants, Menlo Park, 650380-4966
Landscape designer: Keith Willig Landscape Architecture
and Construction, Menlo Park, 650-326-2294, www.
keithwilliglandscape.com
Goal of project:
Modernize, expand older
home
Unexpected problems/
hidden costs:
Had to replace more walls
and foundation than
expected because of poor
construction

Year house built:
Original 1920s; extensive
remodel 2009
Size of home, lot:
Added 1,200 sq ft to become
4,000 sq-ft-home on 2/3 acre
Time to complete:
11 months

Library and Classroom Building
at Menlo Atherton High School
Poplar Creek Golf Course
Club House, San Mateo
Technology Center at Sequoia
High School, Redwood City
Administration Building at
Menlo Atherton High School
Building quality structures since 1994

W

e have been building structures for the
community and schools for our children,
and now we can provide an opportunity to build
or remodel a home for you.

Coast Side Associates
Construction and Management
123 Ocean Blvd. Half Moon Bay
California 94019

650-728-7157
Jack@CoastSideAssociates.com
California license No. 698604
www.CoastSideAssociates.com
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Designing around modern media
From lighting to seating, many issues factor into design decisions
by Risë Krag
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Russell Abraham

O

ne of the most frequently
asked questions an interior
designer hears is, “Where
should we locate the TVs, flat screen
and monitor?” Given the time we
spend enjoying media, it is important to create an environment that
supports a comfortable viewing and
listening experience.
As technology changes, options
increase. Important considerations
are the quality of data and delivery, seating, acoustics, lighting,
temperature control, ventilation,
“user-friendly” controls and visual
aesthetics. For mobility, there are
smaller sources and many personal
options that offer a magnitude of
control — including all the amazing
iPhone and Droid applications.
A frequent collaborator and

Screen height is a consideration for comfortable viewing. Here the large-screen
TV was placed side-by-side with the fireplace.
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AV expert, Tony Fisher, of Fisher Power and Data,
Mountain View, is on the forefront of creating options.
“Right now there are an amazing number of paradigm
shifts taking place in how we receive our entertainment.
Couple those changes with the almost critical need to
conserve energy and water. While you are at it, throw in
an overload of information and top it off with a tad bit
of security fear and you have headache,” he said.
“A good approach is to make it simple. Make a wish
list of what is important to you and prioritize the items.
I’m not talking about the stuff — TVs, receivers, speakers, cameras, and all — I mean what you want to experience. This not only helps cut through the clutter of sales
chatter and eliminate the noise of equipment specifications, it gives criteria for tangible results where both you
and your provider know they have been successful.
“Take a few risks with the list. Ask for things that
aren’t there yet, or at least you don’t know if a solution
is on the market. More importantly many solutions are
becoming proven and reliable.”
These criteria also help the interior designer develop
a plan to include the preferred items in an overall
thoughtful way. For instance, does the chef in the home
enjoy TV cooking programs in the kitchen? By identifying the best viewing space, whether it is on the counter,
a flip-down undercounter unit, or wall-mounted, the
viewing experience will be more successful.
continued on next page

Sterling Custom Upholstery

9250 Labor Special

$

Total Price For Labor On Standard Couch or Chair
Plus the cost of any fabric you select from our complete line of fabrics. Labor price
of $92.50 includes frame, spring and webbing repair. Additional charge for cushion
ﬁller, tufting and channeling. Customer supplied fabric charged at standard labor
rate of $50 per yard.

FREE ARM COVERS

with upholstery of any couch or chair
With this coupon only. Regular value $12.50 plus 1/2 yard of fabric. Expires 3/31/11

FREE Pick Up & Delivery
Our 45th year.

1243 W. El Camino Real, Mountain View
(At Miramonte – behind Baskin-Robbins)

www.SterlingCustomUpholstery.com

(650) 961-8700

Re-upholstery Recycles

Your backyard

IS YOUR LOUNGE.

We have been building outdoor living
environments for thirty-nine years.
As a one-step company, we can provide
you with all the components of landscape
design & construction with pro-active
integrated maintenance.
Award-winning contractors honored
over seventy times including
“Best in California.”

MODERN LANDSCAPING, INC.
AWARD-WINNING CONTRACTOR
650.324.3033 | 408.371.4477 | 831.333.9338
www.ModernLandscapingInc.com
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continued from previous page
Will multiple family members be watching programs
and listening to music in different areas of the home? Is
there a comfortable space for the entire family to watch
a movie together?
Lighting also impacts TV viewing. Wall-mounted flat
screens are best viewed with dim lighting at least several feet on either side, not directly overhead or shining
on the screen. Planning for lighting, whether recessed
or flush wall-mounted with dimmers enhances this
experience. Glare is a big issue for computer monitors
or wall-mounted TV watching. A simple window shade
or curtain that is easily controlled will enhance visual
comfort.
If there are young children at home there are many
options to consider. High-quality stand-alone speakers
are subject to damage. It might be safer to plan for wall
or ceiling delivery of music and TV sound. Simple control systems for TV with parental choices for programming are also available.
For older children, space for gaming and sports
should be planned. Storage for game modules should
also be considered. Many families prefer cabinetry to
hide all equipment and media. Other homes are being
de-cluttered by using wireless systems. Music from the
Internet and on-demand movies frees shelf space.
Jez Hildred, of Audio High, Mountain View, specializes in providing audio systems that can be tailored to

Beautiful Flooring Made Easy

Custom Design and Installation
Carpet U Hardwood U Laminates U Natural Stone & Tile
Luxury Vinyl U Area Rugs U Hardwood Sand & Reﬁnish

(408) 470-3919 or (650) 331-8040
www.peninsula.floorcoveringsinternational.com
INSPIRATION AT YOUR FEET,
FLOORING FOR YOUR LIFE
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Beautiful Flooring, Ultimate Convenience, Exemplary Service
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any level of music or film appreciation. Whether a client wants a
“fast-food” download or desires
high-level audiophile perfection,
there are systems to suit the client’s discretion. Different systems
not only provide that experience
but also enhance various genres of
music or film.
Hildred shared that Francis Ford
Coppola has a favorite screen material for movie viewing that he promotes for the ultimate film experi-

ence. Demonstrating these options
is believing. I asked him what the
hot “wish-list” for TV purchases is.
Hildred doesn’t promote 3-D but
explained that many TV manufacturers are providing that feature —
3-D glasses included!
Whether experienced in a dedicated home theater, a cozy family room, a kitchen, home office,
bedroom or on the go, amazing
new applications, devices and ways
to gather, store, share and receive

information and entertainment are
being introduced every day. Take
time to plan for the best user experience. The complexities of integrating the many wonderful options are
both an art and a science. h+g
Risë Krag, ASID, associate AIA,
IESGG, is founder of RKI Interior
Design, a full-service interior-design
ﬁrm. She can be reached at 650-8549090 or www.RKIInteriorDesign.
com. Design problems can be sent
directly to risekraginc@yahoo.com.

You’re invited to our
Grand Opening Sale!
HunterDouglas Hunter Douglas lets you control light. Beautifully.
$500 off your next Hunter Douglas purchase of $2500 or more!
Save Time. Save Money. See our Brand New Hunter Douglas
Gallery™ Showroom in San Carlow and in Burlingame, and take
advantage of our current promotions, money-saving rebates, and
special offers. GRAND OPENING SPECIALS!

Rebarts Interiors
990 Industrial Rd. Ste.106, San Carlos, CA
247 California Dr., Burlingame, CA
Evening Appointments Available
650-508-8518 650-348-1268
www.rebarts.com
We also offer:
FREE IN-HOME CONSULTATION
FREE INSTALLATION
Call now for an appointment!

©2008 Hunter Douglas Inc.® and ™ are trademarks of
Hunter Douglas Inc.
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We have 2 locations to serve our customer in the bay area:
Fremont Showroom
155 Anza St, Fremont
510.623.8822

Mountain View Showroom
633 W Dana St, Mountain View
650.938.8822

Hours: Tuesday to Saturday: 10:30 am to 6:00 pm
Other times available by appointment

Hours: By Appointment only

w w w.WindowsAndBeyond.com
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www.McRoskey.com
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/NLY AT -C2OSKEY IN 0ALO !LTO
&ILL A PILLOW TO THE EXACTLY RIGHT FIRMNESS
FOR YOU OR GIVE THE GIFT OF A CUSTOM PILLOW
TO THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE -ADE TO ORDER
JUST LIKE EVERY -C2OSKEY MATTRESS AND
BOX SPRING

Buy a McRoskey mattress today for your best night’s sleep ever!
#ALL OR VISIT OUR 0ALO !LTO 3HOWROOM s  (AMILTON AT %MERSON
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Delivering

Quality and Variety
throughout the Bay Area

Visit our Mountain View Showroom to see more than 300 varieties of
stone and brick, all under one roof. Our four yard locations allow us to ﬁll
more orders from inventory without the need to special order.

Redwood City
Sunnyvale
San Martin
Livermore

Yard Locations:

www.pbm1923.com

MASONRY SHOWROOM

2490 Charleston Road

Mountain View, CA 94043

(877) 282-0522

www.pbm1923.com

